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1 - Amy's Depression

This story begins with Sonic running away from Amy as usual.

Amy:Come on Sonic,how come you don't want to come with me on a date?
Sonic:Amy,you know that I always have to protect Station Square from Eggman.

Just when Sonic was about to go,Amy grab his arm and held him tightly.

Amy:Eggman hasn't been here in more than a year,he is finally gone Sonic,okay.Please go on a date
with me.
Sonic:I'm know Eggman is gone Amy,but I need to keep on protecting Station Square from any more
trouble alright.

Sonic finally broke away from Amy's grip and took of running.Amy got depressed and started to think
that maybe Sonic don't like her and he is just making up excuses so that he don't have to be with
her.She remembers that Knuckles and Rouge were once great enemies,but now they love each other
and they don't leave each other's eyes.

Amy:Who do I turn to now for help?

Then she remembered that a month ago,Tails said to everyone that he invented something that will
make someone fall in love with each other.

Amy:Maybe I can go to Tails and ask him what the invention is.(Sorry if this chapter is to short,but my
other chapters should be longer)

END OF CHAPTER ONE



2 - Amy's Solution

Later on in the day,Amy went to Tails's workshop in the Mystic Ruins to ask him what the invention that
he invented was.

Amy:Hey Tails,are you here?

Amy knocked on the door repeatly until Tails came up to the door and opened it.
Tails:Hi Amy,what brings you around Mystic Ruins?
Amy:Hey Tails,do you remember that invention that you invented last month and told everybody about?

Tails looked at her weirdly and answered her all confused.

Tails:Ya?I remember.
Amy:Well Tails,I was just wondering what the invention was.I mean you never really told anybody what
exactly it was.You said it makes someone fall in love with another person. Tails:Alright,come with me
and I'll show you what it is.

Amy followed Tails to the other room and Tails went to his closet with all of his past inventions and
pulled out a ray gun.

Tails:This invention is called the "Love Ray Gun".This gun can make anyone you shoot at fall in love in
an instant.All you have to do is aim,shoot,and start loving each other. Amy:That is a nice invention that
you have,Tails.Is there a chance that I can borrow that for like a day?

Tails looked at her all confused.

Tails:Why do you want to borrow this Amy?

Amy tried to come up with a lie so that he'll let her have it for a while because he might not give the ray
gun to her if she told him that she wanted to use it on Sonic.In an instant,she came up with believable
lie.

Amy:Oh,I wanted the ray gun so that I can help out...uhh...er...SHADOW!Ya.He asked me if I can asked
you to see if he can borrow the invention to use it on A girl that looked and reminded him of
Maria.Please can I borrow Tails?

Tails couldn't say no to Amy's cute pink face and decided to let her borrow it for a while.

Tails:Alright Amy,but only for a little while,as soon as you are done with it,returned it to me as soon as
possible.
Amy:Alright Tails,I will and thank you.

Amy left Tails's workshop and went off to find Sonic.



Amy:Now to find Sonic and see if this love ray gun really works.

END OF CHAPTER 2



3 - Amy's Plan

After Amy left Tails's Workshop in the Mystic Ruins,Amy set off to find Sonic to see if the "Love Ray
Gun" really works.

Amy:Okay,I have the solution to my problem,but first I need to find Sonic to try it out.It won't be easy to
find Sonic,but usually when I am in trouble,Sonic is always there to save me.Maybe I can have someone
to "pretend" they are kidnapping me,but who can I have to pretend they are kidnapping me?

Then Amy remembered that a couple of weeks ago,Sonic and Shadow got in a race to see who can win
the title for "World's Fastest",and when Sonic and Shadow were near the finish line,Shadow accidently
trip on a rock that caused him to lose the race and Sonic claim the title of World's Fastest.Shadow
Claims that Sonic put that rock right in front of Shadow to make him trip on it and lose the race,and he
keeps on saying to everyone that he will do anything to get Sonic back for that.Amy relized that Shadow
is perfect for the job.

Amy:I know,I'll get Shadow to kidnapp me,but first I need to find him.Last time I heard from him,he was
running around in Station Square.I'll look there to find out if he is there.

LATER IN STATION SQUARE

Amy:I look everywhere in Station Square for Shadow,and still no sign of him,I guess he went running in
a different place.I guess I can go back to the Mystic Ruins to give this gun back to Tails.

Just as Amy was about to turn around to go back to Mystic Ruins,a yellow blur went right by her really
fast,and at that moment,Amy relized that that yellow blur was Shadow.Amy yelled at Shadow to asked
him a question.

Amy:SHADOW!!!HEY SHADOW!!!I NEED TO ASK YOU A QUESTION!!!

Shadow heard a person yelling at him,so he finally stop to see who the person was.He finally got a glare
of the person and relized it was Amy.So he ran up to Amy to see what she wants.

Shadow:Wuzz up Amy,haven't seen you in a while,is things working out with you and that FAKE Sonic.
Amy:Well,that was the reason why I was looking for you.You see,everytime I asked Sonic out on a
date,he always says that he has to protect Station Square from Eggman. Shadow:But Eggman hasn't
been here in a year.
Amy:I know,that's what I said to him,but this time he said he knows he is gone,but still,he said he still
has to protect the town from anymore trouble.Then he ran off.
Shadow:That fake,I never treated Maria like that.
Amy:I know,so I went to Tails's workshop and asked him what the invention that he had was,and he said
it was a Love Ray Gun,and whoever you shoot at with the gun,they will fall in love with whoever has the
gun.
Shadow:So what do you want from me?



Amy:Everytime that I am in trouble,he is always there to save me,so what I need you to do for me is to
"pretend" that you are kidnapping me so that I can shoot him with the ray gun to make him fall in love
with me.
Shadow:Make him Fall in love with you ah.(Perfect,this will be the ultimate revenge to get Sonic back for
making me lose the race.)Sure Amy,I'll Help you get Sonic,what do you want me to do?
Amy:First,find Sonic so that you can tell him that you will get him back for making you lose the race by
kidnapping me and taking me to Eggman.Then after you tell him that,make him follow you to my
apartment so that you can kidnap me and make him chase us down,and then,I'll get a clear shot at him
and after I shoot him,we'll see if it work.
Shadow:Got it Amy,I'll go find him and tell him what I am going to do and I will bring him back to your
apartment so that I can "kidnap" you.
Amy:Thanks Shadow,I'll be waiting.

Shadow took off in a high rate of speed while Amy went back to her apartment and waited for Shadow to
come back with Sonic.Hours went by and Amy was getting worried.

Amy:Where's Shadow?He should have been here hours ago.Where could he be?

Right when she said that,Shadow came bargen in telling her that Sonic is right behind him.

Shadow:AMY!HURRY!SONIC IS RIGHT BEHIND US,LET'S GET GOING.

Shadow grab Amy and put her on his shoulders and took off running.They were running down the street
with Sonic right behind them and him shouting at Shadow and Amy.

Sonic:SHADOW!!!WHAT ARE YOU DOING!!!PUT AMY DOWN RIGHT NOW BEFORE I KILL YOU!!!

Shadow:NOT A CHANCE FAKE!!!I'M GIVING AMY TO EGGMAN FOR MAKING ME TRIP ON THAT
ROCK THAT MADE ME LOSE THE RACE AGAINST YOU!!!

Right when Shadow said that,Amy pulled out the Love Ray Gun and shot right at Sonic.

Sonic:SHADOW!!!I SAID PUT AMY DOWN RIGHT...what is that coming towards me?It's a
AHHHHH!!!!!!!!

As soon as Amy heard Sonic screamed,she told Shadow to stop.

Amy:SHADOW STOP!!!I THINK I GOT SONIC.

Shadow finally stop and Amy and him saw Sonic just standing there stiff as a board.Amy was then
waiting to hear those four words she has always wanted to hear from Sonic.

Sonic:Amy.
Amy:Yes Sonic.
Sonic:I love you,Amy.

END OF CHAPTER 3





4 - Amy's Day with Sonic

Last time in Amy's Dream Come True,Amy had Shadow "pretend" to kidnap her so that Sonic can follow
them through Station Square and that Amy can shoot him with the Love Ray Gun and that Sonic can
finally love her.

Sonic:Amy.
Amy:Yes Sonic.
Sonic:I love you,Amy.

After Amy had finally heard those four words from Sonic,Amy got all excited and started to jump up and
down in excitement and then started to cry because she thought that she would never hear Sonic say
that he actually loves her.

Amy:I can't believe it,my hero actually says he loves me!This is the most happiest day in my life.Thank
you Tails,oh thank you Tails.
Shadow:Wow!I can't believe it either.The fake actually loves you.HA!This is for making me lose that race
against you.I bet that makes you mad,don't it,SLOWPOKE!
Sonic:(in a hypnotic voice)I don't care.As long as I have Amy with me all the time,I don't care about
anything else,especially no stupid race.Besides,Amy is the only one I care about.
Shadow:(in a confused voice)You have got to be kidding me.I said it before and I'll say it again,YOU
ARE ONE PATHETIC CREATURE!
Amy:Thank you Shadow,for helping me get Sonic to love me.Is there anything that I can do for you?
Shadow:Na,you don't owe me a thing Amy.Besides,the only thing I want is to see the fake tremble
before you.You don't owe me nothing.
Amy:Thanks again Shadow.By the way,can you do one more thing for me?
Shadow:Sure thing Amy.What is it?
Amy:Can you return this Love Ray Gun to Tails please.I promise Tails that I will return his ray gun when
I am done with it.
Shadow:Sure thing Amy,I'll return this to him right away.Catch ya on the flip side.

Shadow left in a speed of light and left Sonic and Amy in the dust.After Shadow had left Sonic and
Amy,Amy started pouring out ideas that she can do with Sonic.

Sonic:(in a romatic voice)So Amy,what would you like to do for the day,my love. Amy:Oh Sonic,I have
always wanted you to say that to me.Would you like to go on a date with me?
Sonic:It's a date.

Sonic swepted Amy off her feet and sped off with her to go on a romatic night with his loved one.

Later on in the day,Sonic took Amy to Station Square.First,Sonic and Amy went to see a movie,and
when the movie was over,Sonic asked Amy a question.

Sonic:Amy,you are the most beautiful person in the whole world.How would you like to go on a romatic



dinner.
Amy:Oh Sonic,you are so romatic man in the world.Where did you have in mind? Sonic:Let's just say it
is in the most romatic city in the world.Paris,France.
Amy:OH SONIC,YOU ARE THE MOST ROMATIC MAN IN THE WORLD,but how are we going to get to
Paris?
Sonic:Let's just say I am the world's fastest hedgehog,remember?I can go around the world in less than
a day.All right,let's go.

Sonic swept Amy off her feet again and took off to Paris.

Later on in Paris,France,Sonic and Amy were eating in the most expensive restuarant in town(don't
really matter because Sonic can get in free from anywhere in the world)

Amy:Sonic,I have never expected this much from you.
Sonic:For you,Amy,I'll do anything for you,and that is why I have to ask you something.

Sonic got out of his chair and went right beside Amy and got down on one knee to asked her the
question.

Sonic:Amy,I know that I haven't always been there for you,but now that is why I have something for you.

Sonic pulled out a little box that he got from a jelewry store in Paris and opened it in front of Amy.

Sonic:Amy.
Amy:Yes Sonic.

Sonic opened up the little box and revealed a ring that had a diamond shaped like a rose.

Sonic:Will you marry me?

Amy gasped in front of Sonic and then started to cry.

Amy:YES SONIC,I WILL.THANK YOU SO MUCH.
Sonic:No Amy,thank you.

Amy got up and hugged Sonic for a long time,and then,for the first time,they shared a kiss together.

END OF CHAPTER 4



5 - Amy's Night With Sonic

Last time in Amy's Day With Sonic,Sonic took Amy off to the most romatic city in the whole
world,Paris,France,and had a romatic dinner together in the most expensive resturant in town.During
that dinner,Sonic proposed to Amy to get married and Amy accepted the marriage proposal.

Sonic:Will you marry me?

Amy gasped in front of Sonic and then started to cry.

Amy:YES SONIC,I WILL.THANK YOU SO MUCH.
Sonic:No Amy,thank you.

Amy got up and hugged Sonic for a long time,and then,for the first time,they shared a kiss together.

After Sonic proposed to Amy,they set off to go back to Station Square and to drop off Amy at her
apartment.When they finally got to Amy's apartment,Amy started to talk to Sonic about how their day
went together.

Amy:Sonic,today was the most romatic day I have ever have with you.
Sonic:I couldn't agree more with you Amy.
Amy:I mean,taking me to a movie,taking me to Paris,and then proposing to me,and this ring you gave
me is absolutly beautiful.
Sonic:Thank you Amy,for making my night.I guess I never relized it,but out of all the times that I have
been rescuing you from Eggman,I was always a little shy to tell you that I love you,but now that we are
finally getting married,I can finally tell you that I love you and that I will never let anything happen to you.
Amy:(starts crying)Thank you Sonic,thank you for everything.
Sonic:It looks like it is getting late,i guess I should be going home now.I'll see you tomorrow.

When Sonic turn around to go off running,Amy grab Sonic's wrist,turn him around,and then put her arms
around Sonic's neck and drew him closer for a kiss.

Amy:Didn't you forget Sonic?You don't have a home,Remember?You are welcome to stay,if you want.
Sonic:I be glad to.

Sonic spent the night at Amy's apartment and all night they cuddled each other until the Sun came up.

(NO they did not do it,that's only in you mind)

END OF CHAPTER 5



6 - Amy's Decision

During the night at Amy's apartment with Sonic there to comfort Amy, Amy had a dream about Sonic and
her getting married like she does every night, only this time, it was different.

Knuckles: (as a priest) Sonic, do you take this hedgehog, to be your beautiful wife. To hold, and to care,
for as long as you both shall live?
Sonic: I do.
Knuckles:And you, Amy, take this hedgehog, to be your husband.
Amy: I do.
Knuckles:Then now, I shall pronouce you, hedgehog and wife, you may now kiss the bride.

Sonic placed his hands on her cheeks and pulled her in for a kiss, and Sonic and Amy shared the most
wonderful kiss they ever had in her dreams.But when they started to leave the church, they all heard a
rumble coming from outside. When they all got out of the church, they found out that Eggman was the
one that caused the rumble and he was recking havoc on Station Square and using all of his robots to
do it.

Amy: Sonic! Eggman is causing trouble in the city and ruining our wedding.Please save us!

When Amy asked Sonic to save the city, Sonic just stood there staring at Amy and not Eggman.

Sonic: But if I leave you, you'll probably get hurt. I don't want you to get hurt. I must always protect you.

Amy stood there in shock and finally relized that the Sonic she knew was gone.

Amy: Oh no! Please Sonic come back and help us, come back as the Sonic I knew, that we
knew.Please save us!

Eggman finally accomplished his goal of turning Station Square into Robotnikland, the ultimate city! After
that, everybody got angry at Amy for turning Sonic the way he is now and started to blame her for
everything. Amy started crying and wished that she never got that ray gun from Tails.

Amy: I'm sorry everybody, I wished this I never got that ray gun from Tails.I'm sorry Tails, I'm sorry
everybody, I'M SORRY SONIC!!!

Then suddenly, Amy woked up from her horrifying nightmare with a cold sweat and relized how bad of a
mistake she has caused to everyone.

Amy: Oh my gosh, this isn't right. Just because Sonic says he loves me, doesn't really mean that that's
him saying it. I want the Sonic that I knew, that I really loved and always loved to follow. I must go back
to Tails and tell him the truth about Sonic and me and how to reverse the effect.

Amy got of bed without waking up Sonic and got dressed and headed out for Tails workshop.



LATER IN MYSTIC RUINS

Amy: TAILS, TAILS ARE YOU HOME, I NEED TO TALK TO YOU!

Amy repeatly knocked on the door until someone finally came up to the door and answered her.

Tails: (Looking all tired) Amy? What are you doing here? It's 8:30 in the morning.
Amy: Tails, I have a problem that I need your help with.
Tails: What sort of problem?

Amy tried to think of a way to tell Tails the truth, then she finally decided to tell the truth, the way she
should have said it.

Amy: Tails, I sort of...lied to you. I told you that I needed the ray gun for Shadow to use, but I didn't. I
used the ray gun myself so that I can use it on Sonic to make him love me.
Tails: What! Why would you do such a thing?
Amy: I had to, I didn't think Sonic likes me or not, I had no where else to turn, and when I found out that
you had a invention that could make people fall in love with each other, I had to lie about giving it to
Shadow. Please Tails, is there anything that we can do to reverse the effect?

Tails stood there for a second and tried to think of a way to reverse it.

Tails: Sorry Amy, I can't think of a way to undo the effect.

Then suddenly, Amy remembered that she told Shadow to return the Love Ray Gun back to Tails.
Maybe Tails got it back from Shadow.

Amy: Wait a minute Tails, didn't Shadow came by to return the gun back to you?

Tails suddenly remembered that Shadow did come by with the ray gun and returned it to him.

Tails: Kind to think of it, he did.

Tails thought for a minute to see what he can do with the gun.

Tails:Hmm...maybe there is a way that I can twick it up a bit to make it reverse the love effect. I'll get
started on it right away. Until then Amy, try not to get in trouble, okay?
Amy: Okay Tails, I'll try not to.

LATER IN STATION SQUARE

Amy went back to her apartment to find Sonic still asleep in her bed and Amy tried to wake him up.

Amy: Hey, wake up sleepy head.

Sonic turned over to Amy's side and to find the cute pink hedgehog's face in front of him



Sonic: Good morning, my future bride.

Amy thought for a second and said to herself that she will miss the Sonic that tells her all that stuff about
her and decided to get the old Sonic back.

Amy: Hey Sonic, would you like to go for a walk with me to the park?
Sonic: I love to.

Sonic and Amy left her apartment to go for a walk in the park and on the way down there, they started
talking.

Amy: Hey Sonic.
Sonic: Yes Amy.
Amy: Do you really love me?
Sonic: Acourse I do Amy, I always did. I just never had the guts to tell you that I do.
Amy: Ya, but over the past few days, you're doing all of these wonderful things for me and that is why I
have to ask you something.
Sonic: What is it?
Amy: I've decided to let you g...WHAT THE!

Amy was disrupted by a huge shadow covering Station Square.

Sonic: It's Eggman. Don't worry Amy, I'll protect y...

Sonic heard a scream coming from Amy and relized that she was being kidnap by Metal Sonic.

Amy: SONIC, PLEASE SAVE ME!!!

Eggman: Well hello there Sonic, haven't seen you in a while. Well now I'm back with a few tricks up my
sleeve and with Metal Sonic.

Sonic looked up in the sky and found Eggman up there in his new Egg Fort 2.

Eggman: HaHaHaHaHaHa. If you want her, come save her. Come on Metal, let's get moving.

Metal Sonic: Yes Doctor Robotnik, will comply.

Metal Sonic took off with Amy and disappeared into the flying fortress. All Sonic can do now is watch
them fly away and disappear into the sky.

Sonic: Oh no! I lost Amy, I got to find Tails and ask him to help me get Amy back.

END OF CHAPTER 6



7 - Sonic's Back

Last Time in Amy's Love Trouble, Amy went to Tails's workshop to confess to Tails about what she did
to Sonic, so Tails told to go and find Sonic and stay with him til Tails fiqure out how to change Sonic
back to normal. Then Amy took Sonic out for a walk so she can break up with him, when all of a sudden,
a blue blur came down and pick Amy up, and it turn out it was Dr. Eggman with a new and improved
Metal Sonic, and they took off in the new Egg Fort 2. Now Sonic has to go and find some help to rescue
Amy from Eggman's clutches.

Sonic: Oh no! I lost Amy, I got to find Tails and ask him to help me get Amy back.

LATER IN MYSTIC RUINS

Sonic went to Tails's workshop to ask Tails for help.

Sonic: TAILS, TAILS, ARE YOU IN THERE TAILS! I NEED YOUR HELP TAILS.

Sonic knocked on the door several times on Tails's door, but he wasn't there. So Sonic decided that if
Tails wasn't there to help him, he'll go to Angel Island for Knuckles's help instead, so he borrowed the
Tornado 2 and took off for Angel Island.

LATER IN ANGEL ISLAND

Sonic went to the Master Emerald's Shrine and went up the stairs to find no Knuckles there guarding the
Emerald, better yet, the Master Emerald wasn't there either.

Sonic: KNUCKLES...KNUCKLES! Oh great, where the heck is Knuckles. Awww man, the last person
that can help me now is Shadow. I can't believe I am saying this, but I need Shadow's help now.

Sonic left Angel Island to find Shadow.

Sonic looked everywhere for Shadow, but couldn't. So Sonic did the one thing that he never wanted to
do for Shadow. While running, he said the one thing to get Shadow to find him.

Sonic: HEY SHADOW! YOU ARE RIGHT. I'M THE FAKE, NOT YOU.

Sonic got no reply from Shadow, except a bunch of people laughing at him.

Sonic: Awww man, no who can help me now. Maybe I can try Tails again.

LATER IN MYSTIC RUINS

While running to Tails's workshop, a foot came out a bush and trip Sonic to the ground. When Sonic got
up and turned around, he found out that it was Shadow's foot that trip him, and also Tails and Knuckles



came out of the bush with him. It turned out, it was an ambush!

Sonic: What are you guys doing?
Tails: Alright Sonic, we need to change you back to normal now.
Shadow: Ya fake, I like seeing you tremble to the woman that has been following you for all these years,
but now it is starting to get serious.
Knuckles: Come on Sonic, come quietly and we won't hurt you...probably.

As they were drawing closer to Sonic, Sonic fought that they were trying to hurt him, so he took off but
got suckered punch by Knuckles, and Shadow grab Sonic, held him up and Knuckles started to hit him
in the stomach.

Tails: Hey guys, were suppose to help him, not hurt him badly.
Knuckles: Ya I know, but I always wanted to do this to Sonic.
Shadow: Ya me too. This is fun.

While Shadow still had a hold of him, Tails pulled out the ray gun and aimed it at Sonic.

Tails: Alright Shadow, hang on to Sonic. Sorry Sonic, this for you own good.

Tails shot the ray gun at Sonic and got a direct hit on him. They waited patiently to see how Sonic is.

Tails: Sonic, are you alright?
Sonic: I think so, awww man...what happened?
Tails: You were hypnotized by Amy to make you fall in love with her.
Sonic: What. Why did she do that.
Tails: No time to explain Sonic, we gotta go.
Sonic: Go where?
Tails: We gotta go and get Amy, she's been captured by Eggman again.
Sonic: WHAT! Dangit Eggman, why are you always doing this. OK Tails, let's go.

Tails, Shadow, and Knuckles hop on the X Tornado except with Sonic on top of the Tornado like always
and they took off to get Amy back from Eggman.

Sonic:( Sonic thought to himself ) Don't worry Amy, we're coming to get ya.

END OF CHAPTER 7



8 - Amy's Rescue

Last time in Amy's Love Trouble, Amy's Love Trouble, Amy was captured by Dr. Eggman and his new
and improved creation, Metal Sonic. Sonic ran everywhere to look for help from one of his friends, but
couldn't either one of them. Then while running back to Tails's workshop, Sonic was ambushed by Tails,
Shadow, and Knuckles who tried to change Sonic to normal, but Sonic got scared and tried to run away,
but Shadow grabed him and Tails shot him with the improved Love Ray Gun. Sonic finally turned back to
normal and learned about what happened to Amy. Now Sonic has to save Amy from Dr. Eggman and
stop him at any cost. Sonic, Tails, Shadow, and Knuckles hop on the X Tornado and they took off to get
Amy back from Eggman.

Sonic:( Sonic thought to himself ) Don't worry Amy, we're coming to get ya, we're coming.

IN THE EGG FORT 2

After being captured by Eggman, Amy was put in a cell ( similar to one in Sonic X episode 29) by Decoe
and Bocoe, and she couldn't help but think about what was going to happen to Sonic, now that she
*thinks* that Sonic was still hypnotized by the ray gun. Then she starts crying.

Amy: *snighs* I can't believe I could have done something so horrible to Sonic. I've finally got the hero of
my dreams to finally love me, but that is not really Sonic who loves me. It has his body, but not his spirit.
If only I can back to where it began, I could have stop this from ever happening.

Then she started to remember all of the memories that she has ever been with him. Like the first time
she has ever met him ( adaption to Sonic CD ), and when she first got captured by the first Metal Sonic,
and Sonic rescued her from Dr. Robotnik.

Amy: Those were all good memories, but it doesn't matter anymore. The Sonic I know is gone forever,
and there is nothing I can do about it.

Then she started to cry even more.

Amy: I just wish that *snighs* I can see *snighs* Sonic one last time.

BOOM!!!

Not soon after she said that, there was a loud explosion on the surface of the Egg Fort 2. The flying
fortress was under attack by someone! But who? Then a monitor came down from the ceiling of Amy's
cell and Dr. Eggman's face appeared on the screen.

Dr.Eggman: Oh Amy. I thought you might like to see this. We are being attack by your friends and that
cursed Sonic.
Amy: Sonic? That can't be. He's still under the spell.



Then the screen switched to the X Tornado and showed that Sonic was coming to rescue her.

Amy: Sonic! He's back! YAY! My hero is back!

Then she could can hear Sonic on the monitor saying,

Sonic: Don't worry Amy, we're coming. Just hold on.
Amy: I will Sonic, I will.

Eggman: I wouldn't be cheering yet Amy, my Egg Fort 2 is better than any other ship I've made. Your
friends will never make it pass my Security and Defense Systems, and even if they do, I have something
waiting for them.

IN THE X TORNADO

There were bombs everywhere, there was almost no way to get through.

Sonic: TAILS, HOW MUCH LONGER WILL IT TAKE TO GET PAST THERE SHIELDS?
Tails: I don't know, their defense shields is strong, I don't know if will get through.
Shadow: I know how we can get through, hang on.

Shadow pulled out a chaos emerald and call out his power.

Shadow: CHAOS CONTROL!

Just like that, a huge flashing light covered the whole X Tornado and before they knew it, they were on
the surface of the Egg Fort 2.

Sonic: Great work Shadow! Now let's go!
Tails, Shadow, Knuckles: ALRIGHT!

END OF CHAPTER 8



9 - The Return of Metal Sonic

Last time in Amy's Love Trouble, Amy was captured and was put in a cell by Dr. Eggman and his crew.
Amy got worried about what will happen to Sonic now that he is not himself. Then suddenly the Egg Fort
2 was being under attack by Sonic and his friends. Sonic almost didn't make it through the defense
shields until Shadow called out the Chaos Control and sent them to the Egg Fort 2. Now they are ready
to save Amy from Dr. Eggman again.

Sonic: Great job Shadow! Now let's go!
Tails, Shadow, Knuckles: ALRIGHT!

Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, and Shadow took off to rescue Amy and stop Eggman from ruling the world.
They avoided all of the bombs and laser guns that have tried to hit them, but with the help of Shadow
and his chaos control and Knuckles with his incredible strength, they defended the gang to get past the
dangers of Eggman's flying fortress.

Sonic: Alright, Were almost there! Hang on guys, we're almost there.
Tails: Okay, all we have to do is get through this tunnel and we'll be in where Eggman and Amy are.
Sonic: Okay, let's go.

Sonic and gang traveled through the dark and long tunnel which was packed full of lasers and robots
that tried to stop them, but with the power of Sonic's ring, they got through there swiftly and before they
knew it, they were in the big and dark room where supposely Amy was.

Sonic: Tails, are you sure this is the right place?
Tails: It should be, that's what the radar says.
Shadow: Something doesn't feel right guys. I can feel some strange energy coming from over there.
Knuckles: I know, for some reason, I can feel the Master Emerald's energy over there too. But why?

Right when they said that, the whole place filled up with bright lights, bright enough where they can
barely see anything. When they finally came in to focus, something swiped Shadow's Chaos Emerald
from him.

Shadow: HEY, WHAT THE!?! SOMEONE STOLE MY CHAOS EMERALD!
Voice: HaHaHa, that's right fools. You all have fallen into my trap!

They all look over to where the voice was coming from and found out it was Dr. Eggman, and Amy was
right beside the over bloated man.

Dr. Eggman: Sorry I've been gone my friends, but I had to take a long break to fiqure out how to defeat
you all.
Amy: SONIC, PLEASE HELP ME!
Sonic: AMY! HOLD ON I'M COMING FOR YA!



Sonic speeded off to get Amy from Eggman, but when he was almost there, he got knock out of the way
by some strange force.

Dr. Eggman: HaaaaHaHa, allow me to introduce my latest creation, the new and improved, Metal Sonic.
Metal Sonic: Hello Sonic, it's been a long time now hasn't it.
Sonic: Long time no see Metal. What makes you so different, no matter how many times Eggman rebuild
you, I always kick your metal butt.
Dr. Eggman: Ah but that is where you are wrong Blue Hog. I have improved Metal to be even stronger
and faster than you, with the help of a little boost.
Sonic: Yea, like what.

Then Eggman pointed over to the shaded part of the chamber right behind him

Dr. Eggman: Lights please!
Decoe and Bocoe: Yes Dr. Eggman

The lights came on in the shaded part of the huge room and it revealed to be the Master Emerald and
the Seven Chaos Emeralds!

Shadow: HOLY CRAP! HE'S GOT ALL OF THE SEVEN CHAOS EMERALDS!
Knuckles: I knew I sensed the Master Emerald's energy coming from here!

Eggman laughed like the bloated baffoon he is.

Dr. Eggman: HaaaaHaHa, now you all will see the awesome power of Metal Sonic, ready Metal?
Metal Sonic: Yes Doctor, will comply.
Dr. Eggman: Alright then, let's finish these pests off once and for all.

Metal Sonic gathered all of the seven chaos emeralds and started to absorb the power of the emeralds,
and before they knew it, Metal Sonic became Super Metal Sonic.

Dr. Eggman: HoooHoHo, oh but let's not stop there, shall we. Now absorb the Master Emerald's power.
Super Metal Sonic: Yes Doctor.

Super Metal Sonic now jumped upon the Master Emerald and started to absorb it's power, and Super
Metal Sonic now has become Hyper Metal Sonic!

Sonic: Oh no! Now how can we defeat him?
Dr. Eggman: Your about to finally meet your match Sonic, prepare to be destroyed! Metal, DESTROY
SONIC!!!
Hyper Metal Sonic: I will finally prove to you Sonic that I am the real Sonic!
Sonic: Go ahead Metal, I don't care how strong or fast you are, I WILL STOP YOU!
Amy: (thinking to herself) Please be careful Sonic, please be careful.

END OF CHAPTER 9



10 - The Final Chapter

Last time in Amy's Love Trouble, Sonic and gang got past Eggman's shields in his flying fortress and
made it past all of the dangers on the surface. When Sonic finally got inside the Egg Fort 2, he was in a
big and dark room, when all of a sudden, the lights came on and something grab Shadow's emerald
from him and they found Eggman at the other end of the large room with Amy beside him. When Sonic
tried to get her back, Sonic got knocked out the way by his long time rival, Metal Sonic. When Eggman
was gonna challenge Sonic to fight with Metal, he revealed that he had all of the seven chaos emeralds
and the Master Emerald! Metal Sonic absorb the emeralds' power including the Master Emerald's power
as well and became Hyper Metal Sonic. Sonic is about to face the ultimate challenge of his life!

Hyper Metal Sonic: I will finally prove to you Sonic that I am the real Sonic!
Sonic: Go ahead Metal, I don't care how strong or fast you are, I WILL STOP YOU!
Amy: (thinking to herself) Please be careful Sonic, please be careful.

Just like that, Sonic and Hyper Metal Sonic went at it and started throwing out some full blown hits at
each other, and Sonic was losing already. Sonic was in horrible pain and there was nothing anyone can
do about it.

Amy: NO! SONICCCCC!!!! PLEASE DON'T BE GONE!!!!
Hyper Metal Sonic: Ha! Are you finally ready to die Sonic. There is no way you can beat me now. Just
go ahead and forfeit already, or you shall be DESTROYED!!!
Sonic: (in a really wounded voice) no... I will never... lose to you.

Hyper Metal Sonic got angry at Sonic and aim his cannon at Sonic and was about to shoot at him.

Hyper Metal Sonic: Fine then, if that will be the case, then prepare to be wipe from EXISTANCE!
Amy: NOOOOO!!!

Hyper Metal Sonic shot his cannon at Sonic and then out of nowhere, Amy jumped in the way of the
blast of Hyper Metal Sonic's cannon. Amy took the shot for the hero who has always save her from
many dangers, and now she can finally pay him back for all of the things that he has done for her. Amy's
body was now laying lifelessly on the ground and all Sonic can do now is watch her fade away.

Sonic: Amy... why did you do it...why Amy?

Then Hyper Metal Sonic just stood in the background laughing at Sonic.

Hyper Metal Sonic: HAHAHA, oops, I guess I sorta miss ya. Now ain't I a lousy shot, HAHAHA.

Sonic had a enough energy to crawl over to Amy's body and look at how badly Amy was wounded, pick
up her head, and all he can do is cry.

Sonic: Amy, why did you do it, why did you have to give your life for me? Just because you thought I



didn't love you, doesn't mean I didn't. I always loved you, with all of my heart. I never had a chance to tell
you that, and now it looks like I can never tell you the truth. That is what I was trying to tell you a few
days ago( chapter 1 ), I was trying to ask you to marry me, but I didn't have the guts. I'm sorry, I'm sorry
for everything, please forgive me.

Sonic kissed Amy on her cold cheeks and gently laid down her head. Now Sonic was filled with rage in
his eyes and full of revenge. Then Sonic asked Tails and Knuckles something important to do for him.

Sonic: Tails, Knuckles, can ya'll carry Amy out of here.
Tails and Knuckles: Okay Sonic, we will.

Then while Tails and Knuckles carried Amy out of there, Sonic asked Shadow something to do for him.

Sonic: Shadow,
Shadow: Yea Sonic?
Sonic: Get all of the Chaos Emeralds and bring them to me.
Shadow: What?
Sonic: DO IT!
Shadow: Okay, Okay I will.

While Shadow was gathering the chaos emeralds, Sonic was talking to Metal Sonic about what he had
done.

Sonic: Alright Metal, this is your last straw. Over the years, you have tried to hurt many people, including
my friends, and like always, I always destroyed you. But you never quit, then today you reached a new
level of evil, by killing my only true love, Amy Rose. I was going to ask her to marry me, but now I can
never have the chance to tell her that, because of YOU! Now prepare yourself Metal, you are about to
pay, ONCE AND FOR ALL!

Shadow finally gathered all of the Seven Chaos Emeralds and gave them all to Sonic.

Shadow: Here ya go, buddy.
Sonic: Thanks Shadow, now Metal, prepare to be wipe out of YOUR existance.
Hyper Metal Sonic: Huh?

Sonic held on to the Chaos Emeralds,which started to glow out of control, then after that, Sonic started
to float in the air with the Chaos Emeralds circuling around him. Then Sonic started turning to gold
instead of blue, and Sonic was now SUPER SONIC!

Hyper Metal Sonic: Hrmgh, doesn't matter how strong you are now, I can still DESTROY YOU!
Super Sonic: I wouldn't say that if I were you, Fakes like you doesn't even know the true power of the
Chaos Emeralds.
Hyper Metal Sonic: You dare talk to me about POWER! That's IT! You better make your final wish Sonic,
because NOW YOU MUST D...

Metal Sonic didn't even have enough time to say what he was going to say to Sonic because Sonic, now
in his super form and with the power of the Chaos Emeralds, got to Metal Sonic with his incredible speed



and grab a hold of Metal's arm and broke it off!

Hyper Metal Sonic: WHAT...WHAT'S HAPPENING HERE? I'M SUPPOSED TO BE STRONGER THAN
YOU! I ABSORB THE POWER OF THE CHAOS EMERALDS! EVEN THE MASTER EMERALD!

Super Sonic chuckled at Metal and answered him.

Super Sonic: You only absorb the neutral power of the emeralds. You were using it for evil. When I used
the power, I absorb the positive power of the chaos emeralds, which is used for good. And GOOD
RULES ALL!

Metal Sonic got scared at Sonic and took off flying like the coward fake he is, and right when he was
about to make his escape, Super Sonic came out of nowhere and was right in front of him.

Super Sonic: Take this Metal.
Hyper Metal Sonic: No...NOOOOO!!!

Sonic aimed his hands at Metal and shot a huge energy ball at Metal and was blown up, and then he
was finally destroyed once and for all.

Super Sonic: That one was for you, Amy.

Sonic, while still in Super form, went over to where Tails, Shadow, Knuckles, and Amy was and bend
down on one knee to check how Amy is.

Tails: Well, is she...alive?
Super Sonic: She's still breathing.

Sonic placed his hand on Amy's forehead and started to heal her. Then they all started to notice that all
of her wounds started to disappear,she was gaining life in her, and that she also started to move.

Amy: Son...Sonic?
Super Sonic: Hi Amy, glad to know your back with us, Amy.
Tails, Shadow, Knuckles: YA! SHE'S ALIVE!

Amy had a enough energy in her to get up on her feet and walk over to Sonic, and when she tried to hug
him, he pulled away from her.

Amy: Sonic, what's wrong?
Super Sonic: Amy, I'm sorry, for everything. It is my fault you got captured and almost died, because of
me. You don't deserve me.
Amy: How come, it's because of you that I'm even alive right now. You always saved me a million times,
and you were always my hero. And today was the greatest of all.
Super Sonic: I know, but you didn't have to use a ray gun on me just to get me to love you. I always
loved you Amy, and I always will.

Amy started to cry again and this time Sonic allowed her to hug him this time, and she hugged him for a



long time, and Sonic didn't care, because now Amy knows the truth.

Tails: Awww, that's so sweet. Good for you Sonic.
Shadow: I think I'm going to be sick.
Knuckles: Blah! Me Too.

Then in the background, they can see Eggman tiptoeing out of there thinking they weren't going to see
them.

Shadow: Hey! Eggman's getting away!
Knuckles: Let's get him!
Dr. Eggman: Oh boy.

Eggman started to take off with them hot on his trails, and Sonic started to talk to Amy again.

Super Sonic: Ha! I guess Egghead got what he deserves.
Amy: Yea.
Super Sonic: Now, where was I. Oh ya, now to finally tell you something important.
Amy: What Sonic?

Sonic got down on one knee and pulled out a beautiful diamond ring, shaped like a rose, just like the
one he showed Amy in Paris.

Super Sonic: Amy.
Amy: Yes Sonic.
Super Sonic: I loved you ever since the day I met you, and ever since then Eggman was keeping us a
part. And now thanks to Shadow and them, I don't think we'll see him for a while, and I can finally ask
you this.
Amy: What?

Right when he was about to say it, Sonic finally changed back to his blue and normal form and asked
her.

Sonic: Will you marry me? ( That one is for Amyfan2004 )
Amy: Oh yes Sonic, I will. I thought this would never happen. I'm so happy.
Sonic: Glad to hear it Amy.
Amy: I love you Sonic.

Now with the truth finally coming out, Sonic was not ashamed of telling the same back to her.

Sonic: I love you too, Amy.

Then right there over the ruins of Metal Sonic's body, they shared a kiss, and this time, it was the real
Sonic.

LATER IN STATION SQUARE



Sonic and Amy were about to have their wedding at the church of Station Square. Knuckles as a priest,
and Shadow as Sonic's best man, surprise surprise.

Knuckles: Sonic, do you take this hedgehog, to be your beautiful wife. To hold, and to care, for as long
as you both shall live?
Sonic: I do.
Knuckles:And you, Amy, take this hedgehog, to be your husband.
Amy: I do.
Knuckles:Then now, I shall pronouce you, hedgehog and wife, you may now kiss the bride.

Sonic placed his hands on her cheeks and pulled her in for a kiss, and Sonic and Amy shared the most
wonderful kiss they ever had in her dreams. They all were about to leave the church and Amy asked
Sonic something.

Amy: Sonic, is this a dream?

Sonic smiled at Amy.

Sonic: No Amy, it's for real this time.
Amy: Thank you for making my dreams coming to life, Sonic.
Sonic: Your welcome, my bride.

When they were outside of the church, Sonic and Amy were about to leave and then Tails asked them
something.

Tails: Hey Sonic, now that you are married, what are you going to do now?

Sonic looked at Amy, smiled, and looked back at Tails.

Sonic: Well, I guess I'll always like to do, run. But this time, I have someone special that will always be
with me.
Amy: Oh Sonic.

Then Sonic swept Amy off her feet and speeded of to the sunset with his true love with him.

                                        
                                        ~THE END~
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